
Rest your souls. Forget your problems. Breathe normally. Our problems are close to an 

end: A new era of light and pink marble rococo decoration that would give “My little 

pony” a glucose attack, has come.  

Staring at us from her 11 centimetres height, looking at us condescend and sassy with 

her deep blue eyes, smiling with her perfect, Hannah-Montana-glossy lips… 

AT LAST!!! 

ARCHITECT BARBIE!!!! 

Oh yes, my dear friends. Despite last year failure, when the online competiton “Barbie I 

can be…” selected for the 50 years old doll the role of “Anchorwoman” (to be sold in 

Spain with a set including a royal prince and a big-ugly-as-hell house) the unbeatable 

energy of professor Despina Stratigakos from SUNY/Buffalo and AIA NY president 

Kelly Hayes McAlonie has accomplished the task of getting Mattel to present the new 

member of the Barbie family this fall.  

[To those of us living in Europe it’s a true comfort to know that our universities and 

institutions are as dedicated to do the oompa-loompa as convincingly as yours across 

the ocean]  

So here she is at last. You can’t even begin to imagine how full of joy I am, being 

father to a lovely girl, imagining myself getting an Architect Barbie for my kid so she 

can look at her, then at me, and realize Barbie Architect is way cooler than her dad.  

But please, do not miss any of the details. From the cute hard-hat on her side, to the 

big black hype le-Corbusier-style glasses. From the blueprint holder, to the geometric 

dress with a skyline printed on it.  

Although… to be honest, out of the blue… I can point out some mistakes in this lovely 

doll. Truth be told my friends, Barbie isn’t at all an Architect Barbie…. but a 

Starchitect Barbie!!!  

To begin with she looks too happy to be a regular architect. That smile is the smile of 

an architect that knows she’s getting the commission no matter what, just basing the 

decision on his “international” fame. She looks like she’s coming from vacation on her 

cousin’s Malibu Barbie beach house, or even like she has her own TV show where she 

guides us trough her magnificent designs for her clients, The Bratz and Mr. and Ms 

Potatoe.  

On the other hand… ¿A blueprint holder? Come on guys, tsk, tsk, a glamour architect 

like our Barbie deserves a fully equipped IPAD to take to the construction site and 

make the hardhats looks at her like the ewoks did with C3PO or the monkeys with the 

monolith in 2001. This of course is of no appliance if the holder is a Vuitton one, but 

until then we vouch for the obliteration of such an antiquity. In fact, one can be 

pretty sure Barbie is not very keen on going to the construction site, given those 
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lovely ankle boots (Which we only can imagine being from United Nude, to make the 

deal just perfect).  

Maybe you are expecting us to bash the little pink model house that comes with 

Architect Barbie. We won’t. If we take that as an image of Miss Barbie’s work we can 

be sure she’ll be quite popular between Scarface type “businessmen”, new-money 

tycoons with a taste for show, Russian millionaires and other species that primarily 

abound on our beloved Mediterranean shores.  

Nevertheless, at this point we can be pretty sure Architect Barbie won’t come with a 

“Slepless End Line Competition Night” set, which would surely include a complete set 

of eye bag stickers in different tones of dark purple, a huge coffee jar and all the 

necessary items to look like a succubae from hell the next morning while she packs 

her competition panels and waits for UPS Ken to pick them up. It is more likely to 

expect a “Pritzker Prize Architect Barbie” set, including a medal, a jury of other 

starchitects (Including Zaha design doll) and a couple of invitations for high level 

architectural competitions….¿Maybe in Dubai?. Of course it’s given that once bought the 

Pritzker prize set, Architect Barbie won’t be allowed to wear any other colour than 

black. Prada black mainly.  

Ahh, indeed this is another achievement for Architecture in these dangerous (and 

workless) days. If this isn’t the light at the end of the tunnel, I don’t know what could 

be! 

By the way, two questions come to our mind…. 

1.- ¿Would it be possible to have an Architect GI Joe? ¿Winning architectural 

competitions with the unstoppable strength of a machine gun anyone? 

2.- Barbie, dear, in case you are not Archistar Barbie and you actually become Real 

Life Architect Barbie ….. ¿Are you truly sure about this? Look at the crisis, look at the 
construction sector situation all over the world, and please, with your moulded plastic 

heart in your tiny lovable hand, tell us: 

¿You sure you don’t want to become a politician or something equally profitable?  
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